State classification of heart rate variability by an artificial neural network in frequency domain.
This paper examines the feasibility of accurate state classification of autonomic nervous activity (ANA) based on the power spectral pattern of the heart rate fluctuations (HRFs). Some attempts have been made to utilize artificial neural networks (ANNs) to classify HRFs for clinical diagnoses such as ischemic cardiomyopathy, arrhythmia or sleep apnea. To establish the firm bases for making such clinical diagnoses, it may be important to examine the classification accuracy for the data in physiologically well defined conditions by e.g. application of autonomic blocking agents. In this paper the three layered perceptron has been trained by the heart rate data in variety of ANS states yielded by the application of Atropine and Propranolol to 14 healthy male subjects. Six state (control, atropine and propranolol for each of the spine and upright posture) classification based on power spectrum showed average sensitivity of 67.2% and specificity 91.2%. Four state (control, atropine, propranolol and double block for either spine or upright posture) resulted in the average classification sensitivity of 75.7% and specificity 95.5%. The paper revealed that entropy bandwidth and indices originated from characteristic oscillations of blood pressure change improve the classification accuracy.